You’re in Control:
Discover the Full Data on your Data
Cognigo uses Cognitive Computing to extract, map and categorize all of the structured and
unstructured data of your organization. We solve the most complex challenges in data
governance, security and compliance, providing you with full visibility and control over your
data. It’s the fastest, most precise and scalable solution to take charge of your data.

Challenge

· Do you have a comprehensive view of all structured
and unstructured data assets in silos across
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your organization?
Do you actively enforce your data governance
policies to monitor and address violations?

· Do you have a scalable approach to cloud migration,
·

document classiﬁcation and data integrity?
Do you have a rigorous strategy for upcoming
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compliance requirements such as GDPR?

If you answered “no” to one of these questions,
then you need DataSense, the groundbreaking
AI-driven data management solution.
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Solution

DataSense generates the most comprehensive insights
into your structured and unstructured data silos.
Leveraging state-of-the-art AI algorithms, DataSense
develops human-like understanding of each document
and da tabase—a t scale, providing you with
unparalleled visibility and out-of-the-box data
governance policy implementation.

DataSense works in 3 simple steps:

IDENTIFY

ASK

ORCHESTRATE

DataSense scans your data
re m ote l y, s u p p o r t i n g a l l
common protocols. Then, the AI
algorithms automa tically
recognize and categorize
structured and unstructured
data across ﬁle repositories,
databases and cloud services.

By c re a t i n g a p owe r fu l ,
ce n t ra l i ze d i n d ex, a n d
leveraging a native
“Google-like” search engine,
DataSense provides answers
to your most critical data
security and business-related
questions. Discover da ta
violations, potential breaches
and compliance issues with a
single pane of glass.

By leveraging out-of-the-box
policies, DataSense instantly
identiﬁes potential security
a n d co m p l i a n ce r i s k s to
automate actions such as
a l e r t s , ﬁ l e ta g g i n g a n d
e n c r y pt i o n . I t h e l ps yo u
maximize the return and
enhance the capabilities of
your existing infrastructure by
integrating with the
organization’s SIEM, DLP, IRM
and more

Beneﬁts
Uniﬁed visibility. Review all of your data under one pane of glass, to discover previously
hidden insights. We provide full coverage of all your ﬁle repositories, databases and
cloud services.
Fast. Our AI algorithms can process your data faster and at scale, cutting the time to
insights discovery by 70%, as compared to other solutions.
Cost efﬁcient. By leveraging AI, we dramatically reduce the need for human involvement,
giving your team more time to handle strategic, higher value tasks.
Accurate and scalable. Self-learning AI algorithms signiﬁcantly increase accuracy and
business agility, as compared to rule-based data processing.
Conﬁdence. DataSense enforces data governance policy and helps you protect billions
of sensitive records. We protect you by safeguarding your customers’ data.

Schedule your demo today. Contact us at
info@Cognigo.com

